
Snow Play’s Time to Chill 
 

 
 

Supplies: 

Stamps: Snow Play 

Inks:  Memento Tuxedo Black, Lost Lagoon, Cherry Cobbler Ink Pads.   Cherry 
Cobbler & Pumpkin Pie Markers 

Paper: Lost Lagoon & Whisper White (thick and standard) cardstock 
Punches: Tree Builder 

Tools & Adhesives:  Big Shot, Snow Friends Framelits, Basic Jewel Rhinestones, 
Snail, dimensionals, Two Way Glue Pen, Glue Dots, Dazzling Diamonds Glitter 
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Tips:  A tiny tip that made creating this card go much, much faster: 
 

Stamp your images all at once  then die cut all in a couple of passes through the 

Big Shot.  Some of the dies make for a tight fit when trying to cut them all at once 
so I found three passes worked very well.  Nice and quick though with all the 

images placed together on the one half sheet.  I even had space to punch the 
clouds!  You can even do the coloring of noses and feet and hat before you cut.  

Then if you mess up...you can stamp and cut another!   And...get your card base 
and layers fixed first so all you have to do is stamp the sentiment and have fun with 

the layout and details. 
 

 
 

This card base and layers are quick and easy.  
  

1) Fold one full sheet (8-1/2" x 11") of Thick Whisper White in half for the base.   

2) Cut Lost Lagoon Layer at 5" x 8".    

3) Stamp the snow flake images in Lost Lagoon ink onto the Lost Lagoon layer.    

4) Cut a piece of Whisper White to 4-3/4" x 7-1/2" and tear at a diagonal (2/3's and 

1/3 more or less).  Flip the one side so it crosses over and adhere.   

5) Apply two way glue to the torn edges and where ever else you want sparkle then 

sprinkle with Dazzling Diamonds and tap off excess.   

 

The rest is just punching clouds, adding rhinestones (after you have positioned the 

clouds and die cut snow friends) and having a fun time playing with the images 
you've stamped and die cut.  Once you have the layout done just stick in place with 

dimensionals and glue dots.    
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